<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Focus Area(s)</th>
<th>Applicant Type(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Commission for Research Partnerships in Developing Countries (KFPE)** | Research in low- and middle- income countries | Postdocs  
Faculty members | A page from the Commission for Research Partnerships with Developing Countries (KFPE) that summarizes funding opportunities for research partnerships between Switzerland and low- and middle-income countries. |
| **EURAXESS** | All disciplines | PhD students  
Postdocs  
Faculty Members | A European searchable database of funding opportunities, including mobility opportunities. As Switzerland is not an EU member state and is not currently an Associated Country in the European Commission's Horizon Europe funding programme, please carefully review the eligibility criteria of the listed programmes. |
| **Eurodesk Opportunities Finder** | All disciplines | PhD students  
Postdocs | A searchable European funding database focused on supporting young people seeking international opportunities. As Switzerland is not an EU member state and is not currently an Associated Country in the European Commission's Horizon Europe funding programme, please carefully review the eligibility criteria of the listed programmes. |
| **Fieldwork Fellowships** | All disciplines (fieldwork funding) | PhD students | A list of fieldwork fellowships prepared by the NYU Department of Anthropology. While many of the programmes are aimed at US citizens, some are open to applicants of any nationality. The page is subdivided by geographic region. |
| **Grants At** | All disciplines | PhD students  
Postdocs  
Faculty Members | A searchable funding database that includes funding opportunities in all disciplines. You can search using keywords, target country, funding type, etc. Though this is an Austrian database, it includes funders who accept applicants of any nationality. |
| **Political Science & International Relations Grants (CEU)** | Political Science  
International Relations  
Public Policy | PhD students  
Postdocs | A list of funding opportunities in political science, international relations, and public policy compiled by the CEU Doctoral School of Political Science. The webpage lists some funders that accept applications from applicants of any nationality. |
| **Research Funding Opportunities (JHU)** | All disciplines | PhD students  
Postdocs  
Faculty members | The Research Office at Johns Hopkins University has created extensive lists of funding opportunities for PhD students, postdocs, and early career faculty members. The Excel tables they have created are freely accessible and, in some cases, have some search capabilities (e.g., refine by discipline). |
| **Research.swiss** | All disciplines | PhD students  
Postdocs  
Faculty members | A website providing an overview of Swiss funding instruments for research cooperation with other countries. The funding opportunities include those from the SNSF, SERI, the SDC, Innosuisse, and more. |
SARECO Funding Database

- Topics related to Africa
- All disciplines

- PhD students
- Postdocs
- Faculty members

- A searchable funding database for information on collaborative research funding opportunities between Switzerland and African countries. The database can be used to search by topic, country, and type of funding.

Swiss Universities – Scholarships Abroad

- All disciplines (travel funding)

- PhD students

- A summary page from Swiss Universities that lists a series of resources for students in Switzerland who wish to study or do research abroad. Funding to travel to 30+ countries is listed.